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ABSTRACT
Long-wavelength infrared (LWIR) focal plane arrays (FPAs) needed for Earth Science imaging, spectral
imaging, and sounding applications have always been among the most challenging in infrared photodetector
technology due to the rigorous material growth, device design and fabrication demands. Future small satellite
missions will present even more challenges for LWIR FPAs, as operating temperature must be increased so
that cooler (and radiator) volume, mass, and power can be reduced. To address this critical need, we are
working on following three technologies. 1) Type-II superlattice (T2SL) barrier infrared detector (BIRD),
which combines the high operability, spatial uniformity, temporal stability, scalability, producibility, and
affordability advantages of the quantum well infrared photodetector (QWIP) FPA with the better quantum
efficiency and dark current characteristics. A mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR) T2SL BIRD FPA is a key
demonstration technology in the (6U) CubeSat Infrared Atmospheric Sounder (CIRAS) funded under the
ESTO InVEST Program. A LWIR T2SL BIRD FPA is also being developed under the ESTO SLI-T Program
for future thermal infrared (TIR) land imaging needs. 2) The resonator pixel technology, which uses
nanophotonics light trapping techniques to achieve strong absorption in a small detector absorber volume,
thereby enabling enhanced QE and/or reduced dark current. 3) High dynamic range 3D Readout IC (3DROIC), which integrates a digital reset counter with a conventional analog ROIC to provide a much higher
effective well capacity than previously achievable. The resulting longer integration times are especially
beneficial for high flux/dark current LWIR applications as they can improve signal-to-noise ratio and/or
increase the operating temperature. By combining the aforementioned technologies, this project seeks to
demonstrate a cost-effective, high-performance LWIR FPA technology with significantly higher operating
temperature and sensitivity than previously attainable, and with the flexibility to meet a variety of Earth
Science TIR measurement needs, particularly the special requirements of small satellite missions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An important aspect of the nBn detector (and unipolar barrier detector architecture in general) is the ability
to block majority carriers without impeding the flow of minority carriers.
The InAs/InAsSb (Gallium-free) T2SLS has emerged as an alternative adjustable bandgap, broad-band
III-V IR detector material to the more established InAs/GaSb type-II superlattice (T2SL). Recently, there has
been growing interest in this material as an infrared detector absorber due to longer MWIR and LWIR
minority carrier lifetimes in InAs/InAsSb strained-layer superlattice (SLS) than in InAs/GaSb superlattice
(SL) and demonstrated an InAs/InAsSb SLS LWIR photodetector based on the nBn device design [7]. The
T2SLS materi
formats.

Figure 2 shows the measured
dark current density as a
function of applied bias for
temperatures ranging from 40K
to 108K. The -50mV dark
current density at 60K is 2.6x105
A/cm2. The presence of G-R
dark current is apparent from the
shapes of the J-V curves in Fig.
2 at temperatures below 60K;
tunneling current can also be
seen at lower temperatures and
high reverse bias.

Figure 5.
Noise equivalent
temperature difference (NE T)
of the 12.5 m cutoff BIRD FPA
at 62K.
The
noise
equivalent
temperature difference (NE T)
provides the thermal sensitivity
of an infrared imaging system
and it is a very useful diagnostic
tool to evaluate the full
operational
performance
available. It is defined as the
minimum temperature difference
required at the target to produce
unity
signal-to-noise-ratio.
Sequence of consecutive frames
is collected for equivalent noise
determination as well as other
optical properties of FPA. The
photo response matrices of FPA
is derived at the low and high
blackbody temperatures (i.e.,
295 K and 305 K), and temporal
noise matrix of FPA is estimated
at the mid-point temperature by
taking 64 frames of data. The
temporal NE T of pixels are
numerically evaluated from the
relations,
NE T
=
Temporal T/[Mean(TH)
Mean(TL)]. The mean signal
Mean(TL) and Mean(TH) are evaluated at blackbody temperatures of TL = 295 K and TH = 305 K. The temporal
noise is measured at 300K using 64 frames, and T ~10 K.
The experimentally measured NE T histograms distributions of 640x512 pixels LWIR BIRD FPA at 62K
operating temperature with blackbody temperature of 300 K and f/4 cold stop is shown in the Fig. 5. The
experimentally measured NE T of 16.3mK is in fair agreement with the estimated NE T value based on the
results of a single element test detector data.

To understand the our
detector slab in 7(a) with a metal reflector on top, and light is
incident from the bottom substrate. With this standard detector
geometry, light will bounce up and down between the metal and
the substrate/air interface, with which a Fabry-Perot etalon (FPE)
is formed. However, this FPE does not confine photons effectively
because the substrate transmission can be large, and because
optical interference can either aid or suppress the escape of light at
the interface, resulting in QE oscillations that are centered about
its classical value. If the detector top surface contains instead a set
of diffractive elements (DEs) as shown in 7(b), light will be
diffracted at an angle. And if this angle is larger than the critical
angle at the substrate/air interface (~16 for GaSb), then light will
be totally internally reflected at the substrate and will stay inside
the detector. When the same is also true for all other detector
sidewalls, then light will be totally confined. To account for
interference effects, the size and shape of the detector volume must
be adjusted such that the scattered optical paths form a constructive
interference pattern inside the detector. Under this condition, the
newly incident light will be able to reinforce the light already under
circulation, and the optical energy can be accumulated and stored
in the detector as in a resonator. Therefore, by designing the
detector into a resonator with a diffractive surface, an effective
photon trap can be obtained.
Rigorous 3D electromagnetic (EM) simulation capabilities have been developed to aid the design and
modeling of photodetector pixels. The model has been validated through extensive comparisons with
experimental results on different types of infrared detectors, including quantum well infrared photodetectors
(QWIPs) and type-II superlattice infrared detectors. We now use EM modeling to examine how the resonator
pixel concept can be used to enhance the performance of LWIR barrier infrared detectors. The simplest and
the most well-known unipolar barrier infrared detector architecture is the nBn i. The nBn has the advantage
of having very well-behaved surface properties, which lead to good dark current characteristics and low 1/f
noise (temporal stability). The one drawback is that when used with LWIR and VLWIR type-II superlattice
absorbers (necessary for achieving long cutoff wavelengths), which have short diffuse lengths, the absorbers
need to be kept fairly thin (below the diffusion length), which in turn limits the attainable QE. The light
trapping metasurface resonator pixel concept offers a very effective solution in this case. 8 shows the
calculated spectral QE for a sample resonator pixel nBn detector designed for enhanced VLWIR response in
the 12 16 m wavelength range. The pixel pitch is assumed to be 20 m, and the reticulated detector pixel
mesa area is assumed to be 19 m 19 m. For this particular design, an array of 3 3 diffractive elements
is incorporated in each pixel. The active detector absorber thickness is taken to be 1.8 m. Assume an
absorption coefficient of = 0.2 m-1, the classical (two-pass) QE will be 34.6%. With resonator pixel
enhancement, the QE in the 12 16 m wavelength range takes on values between 60% to 90% for normalincidence light.
For many imaging and spectral imaging applications, light incident at a relatively large angle needs to be
considered. In Figure 8 we also show the calculated spectral response for 35º incident angle. The calculated

35º-incidence spectral QE has the same shape as the normal-incidence QE. The 35º-incidence peak QE
appears smaller, but this is only because we did not normalize the QE with respect to the reduced incidence
flux (cosine factor ~0.82 in this case). In general, it is safe to say that the resonator-pixel enhancement has
fairly weak angular dependence. This is an advantage over layered anti-reflection coating, which tends to
show strong angular dependence.
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Figure 8. Simulated EM field intensities and spectral QE of a resonator pixel LWIR T2SL barrier infrared detector. The
upper left and center panels show the top and side views of field intensities in the vicinity of a single pixel under normalincidence illumination, with overlaid pixel geometry (with 3x3 diffractive elements per pixel). The corresponding results
for 35-degree incident light are shown in the bottom left and middle panels. The bottom-left shows simulated resonator
pixel responses (Normal incidence - solid red line; 35-degree incidence dash-dot black line) are compare to the classical
two-pass response (dashed blue line).
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Figure 9. (a) Dark current density vs. bias voltage, (b) quantum efficiency spectrum of a single pixel device.

We have grown the same LWIR device structure discussed in the section
2, but with a shorter absorber layer thickness to implement the meta-surface
resonant cavity, because, this kind of plasmonic effects are occur close to
the interface rather than in the bulk of the absorber. There is an added
advantage, because the thinner absorber also reduces the diffusion limited
dark current. The dark current and the QE of this thinner absorber material
is shown in Figures 9 (a) and (b). It is worth noting that both dark current
as well as QE reduced by approximately by a factor of 4 due to thinner
absorber compared to a nominal LWIR device with 4 m thick absorber.
Figure 10 shows the subwavelength diffractive elements to fabricate on
each detector pixel of 28x28 m2. Pixel pitch is 30 m and the pitch of the
diffractive elements are 6 m. The inner diameter and the outer diameter
of the diffractive elements are 1.6 and 4 m respectively. However, we
have progressively changed these diffractive feature sizes and the pitch, because, our fabrication tolerances
are significantly higher compared to the feature sizes. Photolithography was performed using an i-line stepper,
because, e-beam lithography is not a practical tool to implement these meta-surfaces on to infrared FPAs with
sub-million pixels. Figure 11 shows a schematic diagram of 8-band FPA with these meta-surfaces. Figure 12
shows Optical signal strength of each pixel of the meta-surfaced focal plane array. Band 8 is the control
sample, which does not contain any meta-surfaced pixels. Figures 13 (a) and (b) show the histograms of
optical responses of pixels in bands 8 (controlled sample with no meta-surfaces on pixels) and 5 respectively.
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Figure 11. Schematic drawing of the meta-surfaced
detector array. Right most band is the controlled sample
with 40x256 pixels. Other seven bands have progressively
changing feature sizes and pitches.

Figure 12. Optical signal strength of each pixel of the
meta-surfaced focal plane array. Band 8 is the control
sample.

Figure 13 (a) Histogram of the optical signal strength of controlled sample (i.e., band 8 with 40x256 pixels without
meta-surfaces), (b) histogram of the the optical signal strength of band 5 (i.e., 40x256 pixels with meta-surfaces on
each pixel).

Figure 14. NE T vs. ROIC well depth as a function of wavelength (from 4-12 m) for the 12.5 m cutoff
LWIR BIRD FPA operating at 65K with 250K background and f/1.4 aperture. Dotted horizontal lines
represent the 20mK and 200mK NE T.

Figure 15. NE T vs. ROIC well depth as a function of LWIR BIRD FPA operating temperature for two

Landsat wavelength bands (from 10.3-11.3 m and 11.5-12.5 m) with 250K background and f/1.4 aperture.

The light trapping resonator pixel concept offers a very effective solution to increase the QE of LWIR
T2SL BIRDs. Another 20K higher operating temperature advantage can be achieved when we further improve
the performance by hybridizing the T2SLS LWIR BIRD detector array to the high-dynamic range DROIC
from DRS. Therefore, a T2SLS LWIR BIRD DFPA can easily
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